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Outline of the PMR’s support

1. Development of legal framework for ETS’s GHG reporting system
2. Development of legal framework for ETS establishment in Thailand

EPC’s Concept

Target-and-Reward

Low Carbon City Program

1. City Carbon Footprint of municipalities based on the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC)
2. Prediction of municipalities’ GHG emissions trend until B.E. 2573
3. Identification of GHG mitigation measures and development of GHG abatement plans
4. Development of municipalities’ activities to register as Thailand National Emission Reduction Project (T-VER) which lead to carbon credit trading in domestic voluntary carbon market
5. Mobile Application on Low Carbon City
Achievements to date

I. Submission of the core EPC readiness components (target setting, methodology and MRV system) for the policy consideration of the Ministry of Energy.

II. Local GHG Abatement Plans for 25 cities submitted to city management to inform city’s priority abatement projects.

III. Submission of the policy recommendation on legal framework to establish the ETS for TGO Board’s consideration.
CPI’s role in the country’s decarbonization goals